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ABOUT TWELV
twelv will also do collaboration with fashion 

brands to create unique items for sales and 100% 

profit will directly go to charity organizations.

twelv is for the people/us not necessarily decision 

makers or trend setters. it’s for people that enjoys 

art, fashion, music. in high fashion and culture.

twelv will feature film, music, art and design all

in its own unique style, thereby appealing to

a far broader readership than the core fashion 

audience.

the ultra glossy pages lend themselves to capture

each subject at its sharpest and most stunning, 

boldly showcasing the latest accessories, fine 

jewelry, and fashion without and contrived 

formality.

twelv will feature the most roving, kinetic mix of 

band reports, actor interviews, behind-the-scenes 

coverage of art in progress and of course fashion

the contents and images will be inserted in a 

minimalist and extremely refined context,achieved 

with a great attention to details, including the artist 

use of graphic fonts and signs.
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CONTENTS
twelv will represent the best photography 

and the essential campaigns in one beautifully 

crafted issue.

visual identity goes along with textual identity :

the contents, which vary from fashion, beauty, art to 

cinema and design, are supplied by a refined and out-

standing iconographic display which often includes 

exclusive images and shots.
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twelv readers are high-flying, 

educated and international 

and associate themselves with 

high culture.

twelv reader usually lives 

in big cities, travel and has 

an active life style, is a new 

trend early adopter, consumes 

innovative products, spend a 

lot of money for her or himself 

and is a heavy consumer of 

the internet and of other 

fashion magazines. rather than 

reflecting socio-demographic 

parameters, the twelv target 

audience is identified on the 

base of a sharing of taste.

the average individual income 

of twelv is $50,000 the average 

combined household income is 

$100,000.

the age group is from 16 to 

40 for both female and male. 

twelv is biannual magazine 

published twice a year as a 

single definitive guide to the 

new season in high fashion and 

culture.
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ONLINE
the institutional website is an indispensable 

reference where all information and contacts can 

be found. a visit to www.TwELVMAG.coM allows for a 

basic instruction to the product, with synthetic 

information on the current issue’s contents and 

maintaining at the same time free access to the 

magazine’s archive. through the site it is possible to 

gain information about the main content of back 

issues and view all standard and collect covers.

the website allows a greater comprehension of the 

magazine’s structure, development and mission. the 

growing awareness with respect to the potentiality 

of on-line communication to increase a product’s 

visibility and real presence and in order to respond 

to the community’s demand, twelv will have myspace 

and facebook page that will allow a tangible real-

time interactivity and provide an affective feedback 

and a non-mediated communication with the target 

audience, who are identified as ‘friends’ or ‘fans’ in 

the web language.



CHARITy
12% of the magazine sales will go to charity 

organizations such as world food program ( wfp)

medecins sans frontieres ( msf)

twelv will also do collaboration with fashion 

brands to create unique items for sales and 100% 

profit will directly go to charity organizations.
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DISTRIBUTION
twelv will be distributed in usa, london, paris 

and also major cities in japan. (distribution in japan 

will be in japanese language, along with a website in 

japanese)

LAunch issuE (s/s 2012)

usa - 10,000 copies

japan - 5,000 copies

uk, france - 5,000 copies

2nd issuE (f/w 2012)

usa - 15,000 copies

japan - 7,000 copies

uk, france - 7,000 copies

korea, china - 5,000 copies
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ADVERTISING
twelv advertisement rate card

1. double spread 1st page              : $28000-25000

2. double spread                             : $24000-20000

3. next to content/master head : $15000-13000

4. single page                                : $12000-11000

5. inside back cover                         : $15000-11000

6. outside back cover                      : $31000-21000

agency discount 10% 

payment terms for advertising 30 days cancellations 

must be received 2 months prior to artwork deadline 

or are payable in full.


